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Abstract: Confronted with increased market dynamics and hence frequently
changing system environments, today’s decision support systems face the demand
to respect such developments. Developing and maintaining so called agile business
intelligence (BI) systems is a major challenge for information technology and or-
ganizations, since the underlying assumption of BI is to support mostly long term
decisions in a non-volatile and integrated way. Hence, current approaches towards
agility often focus on shortened implementation times using agile methods like Ex-
treme Programming (XP) or Scrum. Given the existing BI architectures and envi-
ronments, these methods are not fully applicable. Thus, this paper focuses on the
architecture of agile BI. To achieve this goal, we derive criteria for agile BI. Then,
a semi-virtual data warehouse architecture with an in-memory database (IMDB) as
a technology enabler for agile BI is proposed conceptually.

1 Introduction and motivation

With the use of computer based information systems (IS) the amount of data to be incor-
porated in management decisions increased heavily in the last decades [Cu10]. Frequent-
ly changing internal and external requirements as well as globalization forces managers
to react flexible on environmental changes [Wi10, CG04, KMU06]. Therefore Business
Intelligence (BI) Systems are widely used within strategic and operational business pro-
cesses. However, it turned out that current BI systems behave rigid and inflexible in
terms of readjustment to fulfil changed or new requirements [Ba10]. This characteristic
of BI contradicts with the earlier statement of frequently changing requirements and big
data [Cu10, Be11]. In order to make BI applicable for volatile environments and re-
quirements, the usage of agile process or management models like Scrum [Sc95] or
Extreme Programming (XP) [Be01] has been in the centre of recent discussions [Ba10,
GH11]. However, agile methods focus on the process of creating or changing a BI sys-
tem. Hence, they potentially improve that process of creation and change by means of
time and flexibility. While this is with no doubt an important issue, the resulting (layered
and scalable) data warehouse architecture (DWH) remains the same - rigid and inflexible
in terms of readjustment to fulfil changed or new requirements. Many argue whether
agile development methods can be applied to BI projects at all [e.g. Mo09].
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The assumption of this article is that the whole BI architecture has to become more agile
to create agile BI systems. We therefore neglect the agile development and project man-
agement approaches and focus on the architecture of the BI system. Earlier approaches
to achieve this goal – like virtual data warehouses (VDWHs) - could not establish itself
in the last years [SBM99] for multiple reasons like performance when drilling to granu-
lar level or assessing historical data [VBP10]. Recently, Schmidt-Volkmar [Sc08],
Schaffner et al. [Sc09] and Plattner [Pl09] have proposed promising in-memory (IM)
solutions to enable operational reporting in a timely manner. Using in-memory databases
(IMDBs), also known as main memory databases (MMDB), as technology foundation
reduces response time of queries involving mass data significantly [PZ11]. However, the
promises made by applying IMDB are based on studies that are executed in one-system
(mostly operational) environments [Sc08]. Nevertheless, the application landscapes of
most companies are heterogeneous. The contribution of this paper is therefore to propose
an agile BI architecture in heterogeneous system environments by using IMDB as tech-
nology enabler in conjunction with VDWH technology and a logical data model. By
creating that reference architecture we try to answer the following research question:

- Do BI architectures become more agile by applying IM-technology in conjunction
with VDWH?

And two further sub-questions:

- What are the changes on current state-of-the-art BI architectures?

- What are the effects on current BI projects and environments?

To answer these questions we use logical deductive argumentation in order to
poof/disproof our hypothesis. Therefore, the paper is structured as follows: In the next
section we conduct background research on underlying technology. First, we look at
current BI architectures, then derive the need for agility and last introduce the IMDB
technology. The third section introduces our reference BI architecture applying the re-
quirements from the second section. We close this paper with a discussion of our results,
the limitations of this research and an outlook to our research agenda.

2 Background and definitions

BI is a broad category of IS that support decision makers through business analyses on
the basis of internal and external data [CCN05, WW07, AC08]. BI can be defined as a
set of technologies, applications, and processes for gathering, storing, accessing, and
analyzing data that helps users to make better decisions [CG04]. BI supports problem
and opportunity identification, decision-making, and alignment of operations with the
corporate strategy [MH07] and, thus, contributes to the organization’s competitiveness
and sustainable development. Advanced BI systems include unstructured data [AC08],
integrate external data sources (e.g. via remote servers) [CCN05], trigger (real-time)
actions [Sh02], and enable data mining techniques. They support the intelligent
exploration, integration, aggregation, and multidimensional analysis of data originating
from a diverse set of information resources [OZ07].
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The potential of BI systems to contribute to corporate success is considered enormous
and, therefore, many organizations have launched BI initiatives with the intention to
implement or to improve these systems [WW10]. Recently, a worldwide survey of 1500
CIOs even identified BI as the number one technology priority [Ga09a]. There is
evidence however, that a significant number of organizations have failed to realize the
expected benefits of BI [JC99, Sh03, HH05, CCD06]. For instance, the Cutter
Consortium Report [Cu03] revealed that only 15% believed their BI initiative was a
success and 41% of respondents had experienced at least one BI project failure. After all,
BI implementation projects are expensive, time-consuming and risky undertakings
[WW01, Ga09b].

2.1 State of the art data warehouse architecture

To fulfil the above mentioned goals of BI, the underlying architecture currently often
consists of a DWH with separated layers [KMU06, Ha10]. Figure 1 depicts a generalized
architecture to illustrate the concepts of DWHs exemplarily. Data is loaded from the
sources (operational systems like ERP, flat files, external information such as exchange
rates, etc.) into the business warehouse to the acquisition layer first. The data contained
in this stage is not transformed, i.e. raw. Data cleansing, harmonisation and consolida-
tion is the target of the DWH layer. It builds the single source of truth and is application-
independent. The DWH layer forms the basis for the enterprise’s business specific BI
applications [Ha02, Ha10]. For large companies the data volume contained in a DWH
can be up to several terabytes (TB) or even more, depending on the required data granu-
larity or industry for the BI applications [KMU06]. During processing, these records are
even stored several times (partly or completely) in the layered architecture.

As the functional requirements of the business can be diverging, i.e. financial depart-
ments usually have different requirements than their colleagues in production, business
logic transforms and enriches the “general” DWH data into functional and application
specific data. These steps take place in the transformation layer. Especially strategic
business decisions are not made depending on detailed data granularity, e.g. sales order
line items as contained in the lower layers. Hence, to meet performance and response
time requirements during analysis operations, data is aggregated during loads to the
reporting layer. In addition, many BI tools use a de-normalized approach (e.g. star sche-
ma) [Ki96] which allows for efficient read operations on big data volumes. Within the
reporting layer data is often allocated in data marts to serve a specific application domain
[CG98]. The corporate memory stores all data loaded to the BI system without transfor-
mation or cleansing. Thus, it can be used for reconstructing the data model after change
implementations or if issues require a reload.

BI systems are more and more used to support operational tasks, e.g. in operational BI
(OBI) systems, and thus are not limited to decision support. Hence, the concept of opera-
tional data stores (ODS) has been introduced [Wi10]. An ODS allows for analysis of
operational data on a high granularity and it must be possible to load the data from dif-
ferent layers to the ODS [In98].
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Figure 1: Multi-layer BI architecture (adapted from [Ha10])

The introduction and implementation of new or changed requirements with current BI
architectures as described above is a time consuming process. This holds particularly
true if e.g. new dimensions or key figures are not even contained in the lower levels of
the BI architecture as this results in the restructuring or adaption of the data model with-
in all affected layers. If such requirements impact historical data, data needs to be re-
loaded to the corresponding layers that store data physically to make changes available.
To ensure a companywide consistency and keep systems maintainable and efficient,
standard governance processes such as alignment of requirements need to be followed.
This organizational and process compliance often extends the time frame to fulfil the
business requirements – at least the perceived time frame by business users. In any case,
a conflict in the goals of efficiency and agility can be observed [Ba10].

2.2 Agility in context of BI systems

Current businesses are facing a world of “agility” that has been shifted from traditional
management [Hu99]. This often yields in new or changed requirements for their support-
ing tool sets and for BI in particular because BI applications have a close connection to
business departments. In research literature, the term agility is ambivalent and almost no
“conceptual development of agility” [Co09] p.330 took place in information system
development (ISD). Conboy took a “first-principles” approach by examining the con-
cepts of flexibility and leanness which build the basis of agility. After evolutionary
defining flexibility and leanness based on a structured literature review of domains like
management and other related business areas, he deducts his definition of agility in an
ISD context as “the continual readiness of an ISD method to rapidly or inherently create

change, proactively or reactively embrace change, and learn from change while con-

tributing to perceived customer value (economy, quality, and simplicity), through its

collective components and relationships with its environment” [Co09], p.340.
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Following Conboy’s deducted “Taxonomy of ISD Agility” [Co09] p. 341 and transferring
it to BI architectures, such architectures must at least contribute to “creation of”, “proac-
tion in advance of”, “reaction to” or “learning from” change to be agile. On top of that
the taxonomy talks of “perceived economy, quality and simplicity” that the ISD agility
should achieve as evaluation criterion. Although Conboy’s definition originated in an
ISD context, it is supported by other definitions of IS agility, e.g. the one by Pankaj et al.
who focus on real-time aspect defining agile IS as “one that can sense a change in real-

time, diagnose the change in real-time, select a response in real-time, and execute the

response in real-time” [Pa09], p. 30. Since BI systems are often faced with the imple-
mentation of new or changed requirements in today’s dynamic environments, these
claims are relevant to examine if a BI architecture can be called agile. As illustrated in
section 2.1, current BI architectures are optimized for storing and analyzing mass data
rather than adapting to changing environments. Of course, applying agile process meth-
ods may also contribute to faster adaption of a BI. However, in this paper we focus on
the technological aspects. A VDWH can be considered as a first technological approach
to enable agile BI architecture.

DWHs – whether they are organized in a central, local or distributed way - store data
physically to optimize performance or to clean, transform and enrich data to fulfil and
enable (management) decisions. In contrast, VDWHs do not store any data physically
but access data directly on the source systems [SBM99]. Nevertheless, VDWHs could
not been widely established due to several reasons [In00, In04, KMU06]: For example,
relevant information can be contained in several heterogeneous source systems which
often do not store historical data. But historical data is needed for several strategic deci-
sions, e.g. planning. Queries executed for analytical purposes are often based on mass
data. Thus, they are resource intensive and have an enormous impact on operational
systems. Moreover, in order to get reliable and consistent information operational data
needs to be cleaned, consolidated, transformed and enriched. These tasks can be very
complex and require many resource capacities. Given the technological developments
and price reduction of main memory in recent years, IMDBs might overcome the short-
comings and might possibly serve as a technology enabler for VDWH.

2.3 In-memory database systems

Conventional database systems like relational database management system (RDBMS)
usually use physical hard drives to store data. If data is accessed by an application it is
loaded to the main memory for processing. Although data can be cached in the main
memory in an RDBMS, the primary storage location remains a magnetic hard disk. In-
stead, an in-memory database system (IMDBS) keeps its data permanently in main
memory of the underlying hardware. Main memory is directly accessible by the CPU(s)
and the access is orders of magnitudes faster [GS92]. However, main memory is volatile.
Therefore, data recovery strategies are critical regarding IM applications. Such strategies
are available [PZ11] but not topic of this paper. Due to recent price reductions for main
memory and the usage of dedicated compression techniques it is now possible to even
hold the entire data of large-size companies in-memory [PZ11].
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Depending on the organization’s background and the target situation of the resulting IS,
different data association approaches fit best for the appliance of IM-technology [De84,
St05, Sc08, Pl09, Sc09, PZ11]. Online transactional processing (OLTP) systems like
enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems prefer write-optimized structures whereas
online analytical processing (OLAP) applications like BI need read-optimized data or-
ganization to achieve better query performance. Thus, row-oriented data organization is
common in operational systems, i.e. OLTP. In contrast, column-oriented storage better
suits OLAP systems. If one system yields to combine OLTP and OLAP functionalities,
hybrid approaches that combine row- and column-oriented storage have been introduced
recently [Pl09, Sc09, PZ11]. The difference of row- and column-oriented storage is
shown in the example depicted in Figure 2. The database contains three tuples (rows r)
with three attributes each (columns c). In row-oriented databases each row is stored in
adjacent blocks whereas column-orientation keeps each column together.

 
!"
#

Figure 2: Data storage alternatives (adapted from [PZ11])

Most queries only use a very small amount (about 10%) of the attributes (columns) of a
database table. In a column-oriented design only the relevant tuples are accessed in a
query and not the complete set of rows as in row-oriented models. Moreover, for most
analytical operations only a small set of rows is relevant when a certain condition for an
attribute is fulfilled. The accessed attributes of a column-oriented database are shown in
Figure 3. Column-oriented storage also allows for better suited compression techniques
and gains huge performance impacts – up to factor 1000 with praxis data [Pl09]. Be-
cause BI systems are OLAP applications the focus lies on the column-oriented storage in
this paper.

Figure 3: Example query using column-orientation (adapted from [Pl09])
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3 In-memory databases as technology enabler for agile BI

3.1 Semi-virtual data warehouse architecture using in-memory technology

The proposed agile BI architecture shown in Figure 4 utilizes a semi-virtual DWH that is
based on an IMDB. In addition, the presented architecture respects heterogeneous appli-
cation landscapes as they can be usually found in most organizations. Like a common
DWH the semi-virtual DWH is based on a layered and scalable architecture. In contrast
to BI systems as described in section 2.1 the data is kept completely in-memory. Only
the extraction layer stores data in this approach and the data is stored in-memory. The
depending layers, i.e. harmonisation / cleansing and business logic are modelled logical-
ly. The models are kept within metadata storage. Thus, query execution triggers data
transformation and aggregation during runtime without actually storing any data physi-
cally in the upper layers. Our suggested agile DWH-architecture is semi-virtual in the
sense that it is not required to store the data in the BI system if a source system is already
IM based. Instead, the data can be accessed directly from the source system like in a
VDWH. But, it has to be ensured then that historical data is available in the source
system in order to meet the requirements of a DWH. In addition, appropriate storage
architectures like column-oriented storage or hybrid approaches [Sc09], i.e. row storage
for OLTP and column storage for OLAP are required for direct source system access. On
the other hand, data from BI relevant source systems which use non-volatile, physical
storage is loaded to the IM based extraction layer of the BI system. This does not
contradict to the concept of leanness as a basis of agility (cf. section 2.2). The focus of
this research is the construction of an agile BI architecture where the term “lean” is
understood in the context of the ability of a BI architecture to adapt to change.

Figure 4: Semi-virtual DWH using IMDB
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As stated in section 2, the process of extraction, transformation and loading (ETL) is a
critical, usually time consuming task in current DWH architectures. In the approach
proposed in this paper the source data is loaded completely and untouched to the
extraction layer if the sources are not accessed directly (see above) and is transformed
“virtually”. Changes or inserts of new records in the underlying source systems can be
copied to a delta index [Sc08] or differential buffer [PZ11] which is then merged with
the main data store in the extraction layer in the BI system at an appropriate time, e.g.
periodically or if a defined threshold is reached. The data load manager is responsible for
these activities. To allow for historical tracking an insert-only approach can be followed
that does not update existing records but only conducts inserts tagged with a timestamp
[Sc08]. Thus, the extraction layer serves as a corporate memory for BI relevant source
systems in the presented architecture. Nevertheless, despite economic considerations it is
already possible to store the entire data of the world´s largest companies in-memory
according to Plattner and Zeier [PZ11]. Recent research shows that on average only a
very small percentage of records is changed over time which results in acceptable
additional memory and delta operations for the data load manager [Pl09, PZ11].

It is necessary to integrate data in order to get useful and meaningful results as argued by
Inmon [In09]. This is an important aspect when taking data from different source
systems with varying data models into account. Therefore a VDWH has to provide
methods and tools for data integration, which is a key challenge in data warehousing
[Ca98]. As the proposed architecture has no physical data storage like magnetic disks
these integration steps can be processed logically using meta-data and semantics.
Because the focus on recent research activities lay on (operational) one-system
environments [Sc08, Pl09, Sc09] there was no need to address this so far. To sum up, a
few impacts and changes to previous concepts should be considered and respected.

3.2 Impact on data modelling, data provisioning and analysis

Data modelling: One of the key challenges of BI is the consideration of new or changed
requirements [Ba10] and thus their incorporation in the data model. The layered and
scalable architecture has for several reasons its right to exist. Nevertheless, it stretches
the data model via several layers and especially stores data physically in each layer.
However, this is at odds with the shortened response time that businesses are faced with
in today’s globalized markets. The presented architecture overcomes these shortcomings
by utilizing a logical modelling approach. Schmidt-Volkmar has suggested one oppor-
tunity for implementing an IM based architecture for operational reporting in a one-
system landscape [Sc08]. Adoptions to an existing data model can be incorporated faster
as in traditional architectures if logical modelling with real-time transformation is ap-
plied. In the upper layers the logical models have a close relationship to business pro-
cesses and can therefore be modelled by business users. This allows for ad-hoc reporting
with new or changed requirements without reloading the complete layered architecture
including historical data in the worst case. Hence, applying in-memory technology to BI
architecture together with logical data modelling results in a big step forward towards an
agile BI as such a system can quickly react to change - a key factor for an agile BI archi-
tecture [Co09].
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Data analysis: Even the data models of BI systems with strategic focus usually have to
be performance optimized to meet response times for analytical queries that often oper-
ate on mass data. Nevertheless, if parameters on a query or planning run are changed, the
results can often not be expected in justifiable time (within seconds) to be incorporated
in a meeting for instance. By utilizing a BI system based on an IMDB using column-
oriented data storage the analysis performance significantly increases. This is based on
several facts: First, data located in the main memory does not need to be loaded from
slower hard disks in order to be processed by the system. Especially when working on
high data volumes as in BI systems this creates a huge delay in response time [PZ11].
The second advance is that most queries only use a very small amount of the attributes of
a database table (see section 2.3): Column-oriented data organization allows for access-
ing only relevant tuples during querying. As better compression techniques exist, this
even increases performance. The performance increase is even augmented as recent
research showed that logically modelled real-time calculation of aggregates perform
relatively better for a high number of aggregates in column oriented storage as pre-built,
i.e. physically stored, aggregates in row-oriented disk systems [Pl09]. Hence, these im-
provements allow for a quick reaction to change. Nevertheless, by using semi-virtual
DWH with IMDB as technology enabler it even creates change if the deducted actions
based on the analysis results lead to new or changed management decisions. Reaction to
and creation of change are two important factors of agile BI [Co09].

Data provisioning: Information disposal in “real time” is a critical aspect if BI systems
are not only used for strategic reasons but also for operational purposes. To influence a
business process, an automated action could be triggered within an operational BI sys-
tem if a certain condition is fulfilled on an incoming event. The ETL process from
source systems through different layers and the physical storage of (partly) redundant
information is, however, time consuming for current DWHs. Hence, the common DWH
approach is not suited for time-critical BI operations. The slow process of storing data
physically in several layers is omitted in the presented approach. In this case the source
system is disk based, the data is stored only in the extraction layer of the semi-virtual
DWH and, furthermore, the storage is in-memory, not disk. If the source system is al-
ready in-memory based with column- or hybrid storage even the latency for transferring
the data to the extraction layer is avoided. Besides a reduction of storage space this re-
duces the time until data is available for reporting or analysis. Transformations can be
calculated without the usual step of storing the result in order to offer cleaned, harmo-
nized and consolidated data. As mentioned above, logical modelling together with IM
technology can reduce the latency of providing data for analysis. Thus, an IM based,
semi-virtual BI system can proactively or reactively embrace change. Especially, if
mechanisms are implemented that self-adapt the applied rules or actions, such a system
can even learn from and create change. Of course, BI systems as described in section 2.1
can implement and apply such event-condition-action rules as well. But, the latter do not
fulfil the time constraints and miss the overall results. Hence, agile BI cannot be
achieved by using architectures as mentioned in section 2.1 but by applying IMDB tech-
nology in conjunction with VDWH. The proactive reaction on change as well as learning
from and creation of change are aspects impacting the agility of a BI system [Co09].
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Virtual data warehousing: A VDWH without dedicated data storage shows drawbacks in
terms of resource intensive access to the required data in operational systems. Depending
on the duration of data storage in the source system, analysis of historical data is often
not sufficiently possible in VDWH environments. The presented architecture overcomes
these deficiencies of by storing historical information in the extraction layer. As the data
is organized in columns in-memory, quick response time even for mass data operations
can be expected [PZ11]. The challenge of integrating data from several source systems is
addressed by loading the heterogeneous data of non IM source systems to the extraction
layer of the proposed architecture. Afterwards, the data is consolidated and integrated in
the upper layer by applying logical business transformation rules without storing results
physically. Hence, IMDBs can serve as a technology enabler for establishing of
VDWHs.

4 Contributions, limitations and outlook

This paper’s main contribution is the introduction of a semi-virtual DWH architecture
enabled by applying an in-memory database. It identified these aspects as key factors for
BI to become technologically more agile. After investigating current BI architectures in
the outset, the definition of agility in a BI context exposed shortcomings in current ap-
proaches towards agile BI. Mainly since these approaches (e.g. [Sc95, Be03, Hu08])
focus on methods for implementation or management processes that are not always suf-
ficient or applicable to BI [e.g. Mo09] and do not take architectural aspects into account.
To extend the current literature, we transferred fundamental components of ISD agility
to BI architectures. Afterwards, we evaluated the proposed semi-virtual BI architecture
against these components in a qualitative manner. Figure 5 briefly summarizes the eval-
uation.

Criteria for agility DWH Semi-virtual DWH
Creation of change Partly Full
Proaction in advance of change Partly Full
Reaction to change Partly Full
Learning from change Full Full
Perceived economy, quality and simplicity Partly Future research

Figure 5: Support for criteria concerning agility

Nonetheless, the presented results in Figure 5 should be carefully reviewed in the light of
the study’s limitations. As stated before, the concept of VDWH is not well established
on the market. Hence, our proposal will likely face some skepticism – particularly since
the criterion of “perceived economy, quality and simplicity” is still to be evaluated in
future research. This leaves us to admit, that the second sub-question of the research -
regarding the effects on current BI projects and environments - could not be sufficiently
answered to date. Focusing on the enabling technology, we acknowledge that the applied
techniques disregard the organizational context.
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Hence, our future activities will address these limitations. First, we will apply our archi-
tecture to an organizational context in practice. We expect many insights to the applica-
tion from different perspectives – e.g. the question “to what degree is the prototype real-
ly more agile in the field?” can be answered from an organizational (e.g. project- and
demand management) as well as technological (eclipsed time on on-the-fly calculations,
data transformations, etc.) perspective. We are also keen to investigate whether or not
agile process methods correlate with agile BI architectures. On top of that, we plan to
investigate how agile BI systems do in terms of economy, quality and simplicity.
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